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Ford, 4-Dr. Sedan, 1964 sIN 4P54Vl95 
Chev. Pickup, 1956 SiN 3A56K027295 
Ford, Pickup 1/2 ton, 1964 sIN 24El0631 with: 



















Mack Truck, 1960 SiN 1568 with: 







68 z495. 00 
79,310.00 
Jeep, 1965 w/Diesel Eng. sIN 8410-10317 
Ford, Country Sed. (S.W.) 1966 4-door 





















Mack Truck ChassiS, Model MB4<>35 with: 
Truco Aerial lift Model TAL 75-80 
Roo~ Bolting Drill 



















Diesel to Electric Conversion Kit 
Armco Bldg. 61' -0" x 8' _0" 
Shale Classi~cation structure 
Air Sampler, #08-75355 
Anemometer, Biram, sIN G481 pIN 3132 
Amprobe, Recording Ammeter Mod.AA82 sIN 20272 
Amprobe, Clip-on Meter SIN DD35937 
Balance. Analytical SiN 170653 
Pump, Cbemcon, Mod. A54-L-7 SiN 5402 
Pump, Chemcon, Mod. A50-L-3 sIN 5901 
Pump, Vac. Air, 1/6 HP GE Motor 
Pyrometer, Wheelco, Mod. 401 SIN 401 
Radiation Counter Tube sIN 422l 
Recording Inat. Honeywell (j(:' 469O){S/N729002) 
Recorder, Sargent Mod. 25 S 12460 
Recorder, Speedomax H'~ 63-35050-1 
Recording Controllers S 576843900-1 
Recording Controller S 576843900-2 
Helium Regulator 























































































202,481.22 19,626.71 48,687.31 1Ii6.85 133,107.50 912.85 I 22,932.50 
1 
Shaker, Sieve, 115V sIN 54254 
Stabilizer, Fisher thermal. Mod. 27 SiN 707 
Stirring Apparatus 115 V. CAT. #140511-2 
Strobotac, Type 1531-A 
Tester, Ca.pacitor, Eico Mod. 955W sIN 9096 
Tester, Coloimetric Test Unit 
Indicating Controller 
Impactor, C",scade Model CI-s-6 
Impactor, Cascade Model CI-s-6 
Instrument, Gamm-O-Switch sIN 341 
Meter, Conductivity, Hagan SiN 77422 
Meter Gas, Amer. Mod. Al-l400 55328867 
Meter, Gas #5-39446 Wet Test 
Meter, Roots sIN 65062C1 
Meter, Rotary Mod. 38Ml25 S~I 6504153 
Meter, Simpson Volt-Ohm-Mill. 01966-1 
Meter, Mult. Mod. 260RT sIN 02966-1 
.Meter, Mult. Mod. 270RT SiN 270RT 
Mill, Ball sIN BP-65117 
Nozzle, Astrospray SiN 1696 
Nozzle, Astrospray sIN Unknown 
Oscilloscope, Type 671 sIN 31511501 
Partitioner, Ge.s, Mod. 25V SiN A517 
Parti tioner, Ge.s Model 25V 
Potentiometer, Mod. 80200 sIN v-6424-115 
Potentiometer Test Set sIN P-253 
Power Supply, Electro DC Mod. EFB 
Filter, Bruner, Mod. AG-42 SiN 5423-A4B 
Furnace, /IS 21195, 230 Volt sfr. 109034 
Furnace, Org. Comb. SiN 102113 -1 -2 -3 
Furnace, Org. Comb. sIN 103253 -1 -2 -3 
Furnace, Org. Comb. sIN 101645-1 
Gamm-O-Switch Mod. 200 LLFS SiN 1109 
Gamm-O-Switch Model 200 LLFS sIN 1110 
Gamm-O-Switch Model 200 HLFS sIN 646 
Gamm-O-TronNuclear Level Control 
Gamm-O-Tron Model GT-l00 
Generator, Hydrogen sIN 598-007 
Grinder, Hand Power Sill FHo.4 
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2 
CONSUMED SALVAGE AND 

































19 5,955.91 11,241. 30 I 1,476.40 
Holder, Source (Lead Box) for Radium 






Crusher-Pulyerizer, SiN SW-83402-1 
Decade Box, Model 1171, siN 19587 
Dessicator, sIN Il-V-3 
Detector, Methane Type 8C-15, type P2 
Detector, Gas Unico Mod. No. 400 
Electric Hygrometer-Ind. SiN 5076 
Elector-level Probe Model B-09 
Electro-probe Model B-04D-FS-WP SiN 1061 
Electro-probe Model B-07-FS siN 3203 
Electro-probe Model B-07-FS SiN 3397 
Explosimeter, Model 2A, MSA siN A-5202 
Explosimeter, Model 2A, sIN 9127 
Explosimeter, Model 2A, sIN 10934 
Feeder, Chem. Mod. P-l, sIN WA-93045 
Feeder, Chem. sIN WA-93045 
Coil, MPBX, 8-point 
Coil, PBX, 8-point 
Coil, MPBX, 8-point 
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Bllance, Precision, H. S. sIN 93980 
Balance, Sarterious, sIN 122472 
Buance, Precision sIN 165176 
Barometer, High Al. titude Cat. 115075 
Baraneter, Recordill8 sIN 6450 
Bath, "Magnestir" Constant temp. sIN 0364 
Centrifuge, International SiN 80763101 
Chromatograph, Gas sIN ll-V5 
Chromatograph, Gu sIN 4012 
Clock, Timer S 19760 
Control Panel, Protec. Cantr. siN 62021-1 
Control, Flame Failure Protec. SiN 25556 
Control, Liquid Level sIN 315204 
Control, Liquid Level sIN 326189 
Counter & Detector, Rad. sIN 2744 
Contactor, Magnetic, Lumenite 
COil, MPBlC, 8-point 
Coil, MPBlC, 8-point 
COil, MPBX, 8-point 
COil, MPBlC, 8-point 
Drills, Rock sIN 343905 
Drill, Diamond one hand CF-65 s/N2098 
Drill, Electric Mod. Skill 1/4" drive 
Drill, Electric Mod. Chuck 795 
Drill, Motor, SkU 10 2.5 Amp. 
Drill, Motor, 3/8" sIN 5950385 
Drill, 1/2" Variable Model #501 
Drill, Electric sIN 50-10526 
Drill, Electric sIN 10-7103 
Drill, Electric siN 7257016 
Drill, Hand Model 596, Skil 114" 
Drills, Rock BBC 25W #IN 343908 
SCR Drive Controller PCI 2038c/5702 
Dryer, Van-Air Model 100 sIN 18204 
Editor-Viewer, Craig sIN 508j4 
Eutailoy, Kit Model B SiN E29993 
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21,045.,4 5,457.62 1,139.49 14,016.56 431.87 























ANVn. PODITS on. SHALE RESEARCH CEIiTER 
May 3, 1968RECONCn.IATIOIi OF PROJECT-OWfIED EQUIPMElIlT 5 
ANVn. ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIIIED CONSUMED
POIIITS DATE ORIGDIAL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT FOR INSTIl. OR SALVAGEABLE ISALVAaB AJIDID8RAlfCE
llUMllER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSING ggPMErIT DONATED RECOVERY 
Exhaust Gas Conditioner #C9-416 Unit 200 227 4-12-67 867.00 867.00 
Exhaust Gas Conditioner #C9-441 Unit 82 230 4-12-65 994.50 994.50 
Exhaust Gas Conditioner #A8150-C32 Unit 71 228 4-12-65 622.20 622.20 
Cooler, Water 3-gallon floor model SiN 95169 469 4-18-66 143.42 143.42 
Cooler, water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 35856 141 10-27-64 130.05 130.05 
Cooler, Water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 35855 11K> 10-27-64 130.05 130.05 
Cooler, Water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 35859 142 10-27-64 130.05 130.05 
Cooler, water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 37597 179 1-21-65 132.65 132.65 
Cooler, Water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 39145 192 3-9-65 144.84 144.84 
Cooler, Water 3-gallon floor model s/ll 39084 193 3-9-65 144.84 144.84 
Cooler, Refrig. Bottle Mod. 16-15 s/II 943454 574 6-28-66 89.89 89.89 
Cooler, Refrig. Bottle Mod. 16-15 s/ll 949505 573 6-28-66 89.89 89.89 
Cooler, Refrig. Bottle Model 6-15 SiN 953354 575 6-28-66 89.89 89.89 
Compressor, Air, Saylor Beall 8/11 ,"619 81 8-20-64 426.32 426.32 
Compressor Air s/ll UP 187956 833 5-10-67 136.35 136.35 65.50 
Compressor & Cylinder Air s/ll UP 183260 828 5-10-67 205.70 205.70 
Cork Boring Machine #iK>70 E 353 12-21-65 1!8.93 1!8.93 USII4 
Crane, Auto, "Backaaver" 8/11 5112 49 7-29-64 497.13 497.13 
Deep Freeze 4 compartment 1K>5 2-14-66 30.00 30.00 20.00 
Drawoff Header No. 1 379 2-1-66 1,478.05 1,478.05
Drawoff Header No. DWl. RBi30 18" pipes 3T7 2-1-66 2,018.80 2,018.80 
Drawoff Header No. 1 Dwg. RB77-1 378 2-1-66 1,478.0'; 1,478.05
Drill, Core 1 3/4" 843 6-1-67 79·79 79.79 USII4 
Dymo Tape Writer Model M-33 819 3-16-67 46.29 46.29 12.00 
Chromatograph Model A-500-D 8/11 623-001 315 10-7-65 1,019.87 1,019·87 I 141.60 
Charger, Transistorized 230V 8/11 733 487 5-6-66 476.60 476.60 
Charger, Battery Christie 6/12V Hodel C6600 12-15-64 18.90 18.90 
Cleaner, Stem, Hy-Pressure Jenny 8-6..64 742.50 742.50 
Cleaner, Drain, Hydra Spin Revolving 8-3-04 43.9759 43.97 
Cleaner, Sewer, 1/8" x 3/4" x 100' Tape 60 8-3-64 24.75 24.75 
Cleaner, Vacuum, 2 1/2 hp s/II 5829929 9-4-64 185.60 185.60 
Cleaner, Vacuum Ind. SiN 6323985 12-10-64 183.60 183.60 
Cleaner, Vacuum Mod. 10165 s/II 6895266 u..16..65 145.44 145.44 
Cleaner, Vacuum #668 Sunbeam w/attacbments 371 1-30-66 72.75 72.75 
Cleaner, Vacuum #668 Sunbeam w/attacbments 555 6-16-66 72.75 72.75 
Concrete Buckets /Pif>3 G 2 cu. yds. 1K>3 3-12-65 762.84 762.84 
Concrete Buckets #463-G 2 cu. yds. 1K>4 3-12-65 762.83 762.83 
Control Panel 12V 677 7-13-66 500.58 500. 58 US114
Conveyor, Belt Feed 62 8-4-64 529.38 529.38 
Conveyor, Belt Fast Repair Kit #6l30N 709 10-17-66 66.44 66.44 USBM 











AllVn. POINTS on. SHAJ'..E RESEARCH CEIITE.R May 3, 1968 RECOIICILIATIOB OF PROJECT-OliRED EgUIFMENT 
I 6 AllVn. lTEI\B 1i0'l' SALVAGEABLE RETAINED COBSUMIm SALVAGE AIiDPOIlITS DATE ORIGIIiAL EQUIPMERT EQUIPMERT FOR IJISTR. OR SALVAGEABLE IJISURAICE 
~ ruRCHASED COOT IJISTAI.LED REPLACED READIlIGS MISSIJIG OOIiATED RECOVERY~UIPMl!:RT 
143.42Cooler, Water 3-gallon Floor Mod. S~5163 468 4-18-66 143.42 
B10.....r, Portable SiB 16721 60 cy1. 570 6-24-66 1,960.09 1,960.09
Blower, Portable s/ll 16723 60 cy1. 440v 614 7-18-66 1,960.09 1,960·09
Box, Shale Observation 328 11-5-6~ 334.75 334.75 
Breaker, Pavement, Thor Bo. 23 118 9-29-6 512.35 512.35 
Brine Maker, Capaci-tro1 B0552-6 24 6-19-64 426.32 426.32 
Bucket, Slusher 60" 471 4-19-66 772.50 772.50 97.00 
Burner, Regeneration 676 7-13-66 180.25 180.25 
C~iper, Vernier 12" #123 362 1-12-66 92.42 92·42 30.00 
Caliper, Sonoray Model 100 696 9-30-66 1,802.50 1,802.50 461.00 
Caliper, Vernier, He1ios 71 8-6-64 71.40 71.40 25.00 
Caliper, Depth Micrometer 86 8-21-64 48.90 48.90 
Caliper, Micrometer 87 8-21-64 18.75 1tl.75 
Caliper, TelescoPing Gauges 5/16" to 6" 88 8-21-64 29.42 29.42 
Caliper, Small Hole Gauges 89 8-21-64 18.45 18.45 
Camera, Movie, Bolex s/ll 207;04 130 10-1-64 561.00 561.00 201.50 
Camera, P01aroid, Color s/ll AX 738616 134 10-19-64 117.30 117.30 
CMera, HoneyWell Pentax Spotmatic s/ll 1168376 697 10-3-66 423.18 423.18 151.00 
Charging Rack, Metal #1561-lA 51-Lamp 490 5-6-66 ~.52 294.52 
Che.insaw Homel1ght XL-12 s/ll 2128168 617 7-21-66 175.10 175.10 
Aerotec Multi-Clone s/ll 630658 406 2-14-66 2,090·90 2,090·90
Air Conditioning Package 679 8-1-66 1,820.01 1,820.01 
Air Conditioner, Room s/ll T00586612 839 5-29-67 412.00 412.00 US!IM 
Air Conditioner s/ll JAHG0082 539 5-26-66 249.55 249.55 USBM 
Air Conditioner s/ll JAHGOO76 540 5-26-66 249.55 249.55 UB!IM 
Air Conditioner s/ll GHLG0052 737 5-28-66 274.35 274.35 USBM 
Armature Grow1er s/ll XlJ.439 549 6-8-66 53·99 53·99 I 15.00 
Charger, Battery, Christie Mod. c-66oo 160 12-15-64 18.90 18.90 
Charger, Battery s/ll 0-3518 773 12-21-66 205.78 205.78 
Charger, Battery Model 0612-20 799 2-5-67 59·23 59.23 30.10 
Bender, Conduit, "Lidaeen" Portable s/llll969 129 10-31-64 137.36 137.36 26.00 
Blasting Mschine VME s/ll 224 466 4-18-66 177.16 177.16 
Blasting Machine Mode1 225 s/ll 194 189 3-1-65 175.44 175.44 US!IM 
Bt t Grinder 3450 RIM 115V 60 cyc. Mod. 1Z 529 5-16-66 406.85 406.85 
Blower Centrifugal Heinlein s/ll 2403455A 102 9-8-64 213.18 2).3.18
Blover ILG Type B 21 s/ll 1810210B 133 10-19-64 213.18 .213.18 
Blo.....r-Coo1er Model 7222-9222 S/ll 18lE5 263 6-4-65 231.76 231.76 
Blover-Coo1er Model 10,000 to 15,000 ~ 06905 277 6-28-65 431.37 431.37 US!IM 
Blower, uti1ity t HP 220/11OV 60 cy.s 20424 94-1 455 3-25-66 194.98 194.98 
Blower Filter #19521 Blover Ho. 2 577 6-29-66 64.41 64.41 
17,622.66 5,589·49 143.42 5,589.49 134.42 3,973.58 1,792.26 1,036.60 
----
--
Blower, Portable sIR 16722 4;4oV 60 <::y. 
Duplicator, Ozalid sIR AIi2B9 Model 30000 
Lamp, Fluorescent HIL-5502 
Lamp, Fluorescent HIL-5502 
Lamp, Fluorescent HIL-5502 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 1B" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 1B" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Gm. 12" x 1B" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 18" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 18" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 18" x 72" 
Locker, Upright, Grn. 12" x 1B" x 72" 
Locker, Metal 1I5oIi2-3 
Locker, Metal #5042- 3 
Locker, Metal #5042-3 
Locker, Metal ~1i2-3 
Locker, Metal II5oIi2-3 
Mimeograph Machine sIR 625212 
Typewriter, IBM Elec. s/B 4427443 Model 725 
Typewriter, IBM E1ec. sIN 4521314 Model 725 
Typewriter, IBM E1ec. sIN 4479208 Model 727 
Typewriter IBM Elec. SIB 447~9 Model 725 
Filing Cabinet, 4 drawer 13-1!"n fiUng 
Filing Cabinet, 4 drawer 13-t" filing 
Calculator, Monroe Model 6F2l2 sIR Bl30976 
Calculator, Monroe Model 8F2l3 s/N 0039790 
Calculator, Monroe Model BP02l3 sIR Bl39 
Calculator, Monroe, sIR 0039798 
Calculator, Olivetti-Underwood s/B 448377 
Calculator, Olivetti-Underwood. sIN 499641 
Calculator, Olivetti-Underwood s/l 580946 
Calculator, Monroe, Model 6F2l2 sIR Bl38949 
Secretarial Chair #DF-1263 
Chair Office #DF-1i22l 
Chair Office #DF-Ii22l 
Chair Office 1011'-11221 
Secretarial Chair Posture 1011'-1263 
Chair Secretarial 1011'-1263 
Chair Secretarial #DF-1263 
Check Protector, P~aster sIR 0010893 
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18.49 	 18.49 
18.49 	 18.49 
18.48 	 18.48 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
53.72 	 53.72 
54.95 	 54.95 
54.95 	 54.95 
54.95 	 54.95 
54.95 	 54.95 
54.95 	 54.95 
458.50 	 458.50 
551. 41 	 551.41 
525.30 	 525.30 
525.30 	 525·30 









989.30 	 989.30 
968.20 	 968.20 
625.00 	 625.00 
625.00 	 625.00 
625.00 	 625.00 
881.18 	 881.18 
57.37 	 57.37 
65.51 	 65.51 
65.51 	 65.51 
65.51 	 65.51 
57.38 	 57.38 
56.82 	 56.82 
56.81 	 56.81 
58.65 	 58.65 
130.72 	 130.72 
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AIIVlL I'1'EMS NO'!' SALVAGEABLII: RETAIlOOl C(JfISUMED SALVAGE AIID
PODI'lS DATE ORIGIRAL EQUIl'MEII'l' EQUIPMKI'IT FOR DlSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE DlSURAllCE 
IIIJMlI£R PURCHASED COST DlSTALLED REPLACED READIIIGB MISSDIG ~IFtCENT DONATED RECOVJ:RY 
Drafting Machine ~-loo 437 2-23-66 130.71 130.71 31.11 
Teater, Tranaiator, s/K 271-11479 274 6-22-65 365.65 365.65 55.00 
Tester, Wigginton Vol ta«e Cata.log #5008 31 7-2-64 9.63 9.63 2.10 
Tester, Wigginton Vo1tsce Cata.log #5008 32 7-2-64 9.63 9.63 3.25 
Tester, Wigginton V01tsce Cata.log #5008 33 7-2-64 9.63 9.63 5.00 
Teater, Wigginton Voltage Cata.log 1500B 34 7-2-64 9.63 9.63 
Teater, Wigginton Voltage Cata.log #5008 35 7-7-64 9.63 9.63 
Tester, Wigginton Voltage Cata.log #5008 36 7-7-64 9.63 9.63 
Tester, wigginton Voltsce Cata.log #5008 82 8-21-64 9.08 9.08 
Tester, Wigginton Voltage Cata.log #5008 83 8-21-64 9.08 9.08 
Teater, Wigginton Voltage Cata.log #5008 84 8-21-64 9.08 9.08 
Teater, Wigginton Voltsce Cata.log #5008 85 8-21-64 9.08 9.08 
Tester, Unhersa.l f'or Gues NoB-835OO 93 8-24-64 75.00 75.00 
TrIlll8f'arad Capacitor Ana.lyzer S/tf TJl655 525 <;-1"1-66 199.48 199.48 27.50 
Tra.na1ttera, Pressure s/tl 5762875019 326 11-1-65 295.61 295.61 
Transmi tters, Prellllure s/tf 5762875018 327 11-1-65 295.60 295.60 
Viseoa1meter, Ssybo1t 120V 700W s/tf 14-u-3 11 6-8-64 402.90 402.90 I 45.00 
Weights, 112627, Becker Clus S-l . 70 8-6-64 42.84 42.84 USBM 
Viscosimeter Bath 8-67428 527 5-13-66 633.45 633.45 USBM 
Voltmeter, Vacuum 'l'1.Ibe s/tf 15024 273 6-22-65 81.89 81.89 31.00 
Adding Machine, Olivetti-Underwood SNl36234 108 9-10-64 245.00 245.00 101.00 
Adding Machine, Olivetti-Underwood SN128501 109 9-10-64 245.00 245.00 152.00 
Heater, Intra-red 646 7-13-66 283.41 283.41 
Heater, Intra-red 649 7-13-66 283.41 283.41 
Heater, Intra-red 647 7-13-66 283.41 283.41 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSeF 623 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 
I 
10.50 
Heat Exeilanger #200-8 SSCF 624 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 10.50 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSeF 625 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 10.50 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSeF 626 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 10·50 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSCF 627 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 10.50 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSCF 628 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 10.50 
Heat Exchanger #200-8 SSCF 629 7-25-66 125.66 125.66 USBM 
Heater, Water Imoo BP 674 7-12-66 298.16 298·16 
Heater, Space a/tf 4254423 365 1-17-66 196.07 196·07 56.00 
Heaters, Space s/K 4254517 366 1-17-66 196.07 196.07 
Beater, Space, "Master Heat" Model 8-320 152 11-23-64 178.50 178.50 55.00 
Beliarc Torch HW-18, 375 amp. w/25' lead 224 4-7-65 86.70 86.70 
Heliarc Torch HW-20 181 1-22-65 96.90 96.90 
HOist, Portable Electric, I/K 404952-6 80 8-20-64 295.42 295.42 127.50 
Hoist, Electric Chain s/tf L-4825E 126 10-7-64 460.11 460.11 176.00 
6,645.01 1,739.60 271.07 248.81 3,583.58 801. 95 930.46 
~------------~--~------~ 
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Hoist, Budget Electric 8/1 PX-2742-TZ 
Hoist, Budget Electric 8IB 11173 
Grinder, DunIlllOre Quill & ~ind1e8 8er. 
Rammer, Electric 8/1 521717 
Electromode Heater RT20 
Electraaode Heater RT20 
Harness Tester 1349Y2 
Heater, fan type unit 75 UP' 
Heater, fan type unit 75 UP' 
Heater, fan type unit 75 UP' 
Heater, fan type unit 75 UP' 
Heater, fan type unit 50 UP' 
Heater, fan type unit 50 UF 
Heater, Farm FUrnace 8/1 4208943 
Heater, 'arm FUrnace 8/1 4209005 
Heater, Farm FUrnace 8/1 4243965 
. Heater, Farm FUrnace 8/1 4245535 
Heater, Farm FUrnace 8/1 4253491 
Heater, Farm FUrnace 8IB 4245536 






































































































Gas Ho1<W.1:' 5 cu. ft. 
Gas Holder 5 cu. ft. 
Gas Holder, 5 cu. ft. 
Gas Meter 8/1 611$ 6205876 100 pili 
Vari-Speed Gear reducer w/one IIIOtor 1/4 HP 
Gear Reducer 8/1 1651074 Model 2J.LB 
Gea.r Reducer w/ one IIOtor 
Gear:aotor, Reliance Master XL 8/1 400055 
Ge&l'lllOtor, Reliance Master XL 8/1 400054 
Gear Reducer, Mod. 6OJI.W-T, 8/1 BW650015 
Gea.r Reducer, Mod. 37LV 8/1 DR6590104 
GeB!' Reducer, Mod. V-1.24, Ratjo 50 to1 
Greue Gun 7llBR Alaite Pump 
Grease Gun 10092 8/1 35875 
Grinder nt, "H4I21lee" #33200 





























































4118.55 I 100.00 50.00 20.00 
160. 11 U8lIlI 
33.61 U81IM 
47.17 l.IBBII 
8,213.18 3,514.00 197·09 3,720.45 ~ 1,236.27 
AllYn. PODI'l'S on. SHALE RESEARC'H CENTER 
~'3, 1968




ANVIL ITEMS ReIr SALVAGEABLE RE'rAIIi1ID COIISUMED 
FODI'l'S DATE ORIGINAL EQUIFt!EIiT EQUIFt!EIiT POR IlfSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE SALVAGB AJIDIlfSURAllCB 
lIUMBER RJRCHASED COST IlfSTALLED REPLACBD READIlIGS MISSIIIG EQU'IPMElIT DOIIATED RECOVERY 
Grinder, Milwaukee /If:lJ20 s/N 49030671 488 5-6-66 95.45 95.45 

Gun, Soldering, Weller Ro. 82ooPK, looW 44 7-22-64 6.83 6.83 8.00 
Gun, Soldering, Weller Ro. D550PK, 250-300 45 7-22-64 9.95 9.95 

Field Calibration Set Model ADDB-l 763 12-4-66 128.75 128.75 USBM 
Filter, intake air IA 204445 457 3-24-66 334.65 334.65 

Flowrator s/N 6609A4472Al 742 11-7-66 106.09 106.09 
Fog Bozzle STSF Elkhart 816 11-18-66 113.30 113.30 
Freezer, Amana Chest Type x/N 122 361 832 5-9-67 61.80 61.80 
 46.25 
Fuel Mell8uring Pump 846 6-7-67 191. 58 191. 58 

Fan Attie #7c682, 110 V, 24" 7000 CPM 867 8-4-67 64.84 64.84 

Fan Attie, #7C682 , l1OV, 24" 7000 CPM 866 8-4-67 64.84 64.84 
Furnace, Eleetric Type M- 30248 631 6-15-66 103·00 103.00 
 I 23.00 
Gravel Washing Tumbler-Trammel 225 4-7-65 750.00 750.00 USBM 
Gearshift, Drive sIR R7401gsC 449 3-10-66 718.43 718.43 
Gage Set, Radius, 88, s/N Sl67C 100 64 14.70 14.70
4-9­Galvanometer, lio. 2A 467 -17-66 29.36 29.36 
G~0-Switebe8 Model 200 LLrS s/N 1764 805 2-8-67 540.75 540.75 US1!M 

Gamm-O-Switebes Model 200 LLPS SIN 1762 804 2-8-66 540.75 540.75 USBM 

Gemm-O-Switebes Model 200 LLFS sIN 1759 803 2-8-67 540.75 540.75 USBM 

Gamm-O-Switebes Model 200 LLFS sIN 1758 802 2-8-67 540.75 540.75 USBM 

Gamm-O-Switehes Model 200 LLFS SiN 1756 801 2-8-67 540.75 540.75 US1!M 

Gamm-O-Switebes Model 200 LLrS s/N 1752 800 2-8-67 540.75 540.75 USBM 

Exhaust Gas Conditioners Hc9-441 unit 84 232 4-12-65 994.50 994.50 

Exhaust Gas Conditioners Hc9-441 unit 83 231 4-12-65 994.00 994.00 

Exhaust Gas Conditioners Hc9-441 unit 85 233 4-12-65 994·50 994.50 

Exhaust Gas Conditioner ID9-458 545 6-1-66 1,004.25 1,004.25 

Exhaust Purifier Dieaeler III size 53 615 7-13-66 715.85 115.85 

Bxhaust Gas Conditioner #A8150-C32 554 6-15-66 628.30 628.30 

Fan, Axivane Series 1000 Model 72-26 1/2-1150 666 8-15-66 4,362.05 4,362.05 

Fan, Deihl Ventilator s/N 34586 295 7-23-65 761.06 161.06 

Fan, Diehl AttleSize 48" s/N 23270 198 3-23-65 274.00 274.00 

Fans, Diehl, Ceiling s/N 23830 254 5-4-65 200.00 200.00 

Fan, Diehl, Wall mounted belt s/N 23831 255 5-4-65 200.00 200.00 

Fan, Diehl, Wall mounted belt s/N 23832 256 5-4-65 200.00 200.00 

Fan, Diehl, Wall mounted belt s/N 23833 257 5-4-65 200.00 200.00 

Fan, Belt drive &automatic sbutter s/N 835 5-11-61 234.90 234.90 

Fan, Belt drive & auto. shutter sjN 36A20120 834 5-11-67 234.91 234.91 

Fan, Belt drive & auto. shutter;" 36A20122 836 5-11-67 234·90 234.90 

Fan, "/db1. panel well shutter S 70997 842 5-31-67 314.92 374.92 
 75.00
Fan IIIldb!. panel wall shutter S 70997 841 5-31-67 374.92 374.92 
 75.00 
19,021.13 9,464.90 4,457.50 54.01 921.47 4,123-:25 227.25 
11 
'I 
AllVIL POINTS OIL SHALE RESEARCII CE!ITER 
RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-OWl'iED EQUIPMENT 
AllVIL ITEMS BOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIlIED CO!ISUMED 
POINTS DATE ORIGIBAL EQUIPMEN'l' EQUIPMElIT FOR mSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
NUMBER PURCHASED COST mSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSING Eg.UIPMENT DONATED 
Fan w/dbl. panel wall shutter ~ 7C9<:J7 8l!o 5-31-67 374.92 374.92 

Feeder, Meyers Roto Flo, 8x8 X 20775 52 7-31-64 669.12 669.12 

Feeder, Syntron Gravimetric Mod. CF212-18 119 9-1-64 6,305.22 6,305.22 

Hoist, Roller Chain sIN 6473Y 301 9-9-65 83.06 83.06 

HOist, Roller Chain SIN 6490Y 302 9-9-65 83.07 83.07 

Hoist, I-t ton Roller chain sIN 6633Y 303 9-9-65 102.90 102·90 

HOist, Roller Chain SiN 6816y 304 9-9-65 102.90 102·90 

HOist, l-~ ton Puller sIN B-1555X 132.87 132.87
319 10-2~-65
HOist, Chain SiN M-S03 049 372 1-2 -66 146.52 146.52 

Haist, Chain SiB 3338 UI 692 9-27-66 83.07 83.07 

Hoist, Chain sIN 3338 UI 691 9-22-66 83.07 83.07 

Holder, #1, 11 complete 556 6-16-66 91. 67 91.67 

Hood, Sand Blasting SiN BMI926 17 6-22-64 79.82 79.82 USBM 

Hood, Chemgard SiN 13-79168 50 7-13-64 37. SO 37. SO USBM 

Hood, Chemgard SiN 1?-79168 51 7-13-64 37.50 37. SO USBM 

Inpactool, Size 904 i' drive 163 12-20-64 290·70 290·70 
 I

Indicator Mod. SA~l sIN 5518 745 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Model SA-1 SiN 5519 746 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Model SA-l WiN 5520 747 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Model SA-l sIN 5521 748 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Model SA-l sIM 5522 749 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Model SA-l sIN 5523 750 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

IndiCator Model SA-l SiN 5524 751 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Indicator Madel SA-l sIN 5525 752 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 

Fire Extinguisher #K-20E #20 Ansul K 725 10-3-66 74.16 74.16 

Fire Extinguisher #K-20E #20 Ansul K 724 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 

P. D. Meter sIN 102867 775 1-4-67 608.63 608.63 

Scales, Frllllle Beam, Model 2352 69 &-5-64 1,784.64 1,784.64 

Scales, Toledo Bench sIN 11168 Mod. 2071 125 10-5-64 598.74 598·74 

Scales, Model 2191 PUll Beam S(N 4730-20 146 11-6-64 1,396.38 1,396.38

Tank Scale Model 2382 Series 2 266 2,110·99 2,110.99 

Scale Trailer SiN G.C. 12792 766 1,545.00 1,545.00

Separator, Moisture Buell No. 8 MSB 439 734.40 734.40 

Separator, Moisture Buell No. 8 MSB 440 2-23-66 734.40 734.40 

Separator, Moisture Buell No. 16 441 2-23-66 867.00 867.00 

Separator, Moisture Buell No. 16 442 12-6-66 867.00 867.00 

Sodeco tape counter 6 digit ITPB53 764 12-6-66 1,039.27 1,039.27

Welder, Helt-Arc "Hobart" AC-DC sIN 8RTI021 120 10-1-64 816.00 816.00 

Electrostatic precipitator Koppers 42,745.00 42,745.00 

65,688.48 60,363.60 148.32 5,021.74 154.82 

















Air Compressor Model 242-D3 3 H.P. T 
Annunciator Syst. Mod. lIS Series 10 T 
Amplifier/power Supply sIN 170 Model GT-loo T 
Butler Building T 
Belt Conveyor (Seetionalized) T 
Converters (4) MOd. #5oET121lP SIN A-18-A21 T 
Butler Buildi.ng T 
Signal Converter Mod. 301 sIN A56 T 
Switch, Gamm-O-Model 200 HLB sIN 707 T 
Screw Conveyor T 
Sampling Splitter &Housing T 
Scrubber (Wet) Size 175 T 
Scraper Model 3D 72" T 
Sample Cutter (2) Type C T 
Worm Gear Winch Spe. Model W200 T 
Surge-Bin Weighing Back-Up System T 
Gamm-o-Switches (3) sIN 1733, 1729, 1731 T 
Adjusto-Speed Drive 7-* I:IP 460v 60 eyc. T 
Thermocouple Assemblies (3) Type J SIN T 
Transformers (3) 667K!{A single phase T 
Transmitters D/P (3) s/B A 26-A28 T 
Electric Trip MOdel ET-216 S/B A57 T 
ElectriC Trip Model ET-217 sIN A-58 T 
Weigbometer, Merrick Scale s/B WLSV-7393 T 
Transmitters (4) j{r A22-M25 T 
Transducers (7) S A59-A65 T 
Transmitters (5) s/B 66066A6413A29- 33 T 
Gamm-O-Switch Model 200 LLFS sIN 70i T 
2-Source Holders B-50-25 'I' 
Radium Source T 
Gamm-O-Switch 200 HLlS 3641 T 
Indicators (8) SIN 6606A6413A34-41 T 
Meter Tube SIN 663204 T 
Feeder Leak Proof Apron Feeder T 
Motor (Elec.) 25 I:IP TEFC 1800 RPM T 
Meter Tubes (2) SIN 663230, 663231 T 
Meter Tube 16" 150# ABA RF T 
Meter :I'ube 1-16" 150# ABA RF T 
Positive Displacement Motor Mod LCl94-601-C118 T 
Pumps Rotary (2) 297-6 T 
ANVIL POIlITS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CEl'ITER 
RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-OWNED EQUIPMEliT 
ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAI.II'F!l)
DATE ORIGINAL EQUIPMEl'/T EQUIl'MEII'l' FOR IlfS'l'R. 
PURCHASED COST IlfSTALLED REPLACED READIlfGS 
Ma;y 3, 1968 
12 
COlISUMED SALVAGE AJID
OR SALVAGEABLE Ilf!llURAllCE 

















































































4,258.24 461.0070,241. 32 6;;,983.08 
_T ____ ~ ___ • ____________ • ___________ " __________ _ 
ANVIL POIl'ITS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CEllTER MoI¥ 3, 1968RECOIICILIATION OF PROJECT-OWNED EgUIPMEIIT 13 
ANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RInAIIfED COIISOMED 
POIIiTS DATE ORIGiliAL EQUIFMENT EQ,UIPMEIIT FOR IlISTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
!lUMBER FURCHASED COST IlIS'l'ALLED REPLACED READiliGS MISSIliG E9,llI:PMElI'l' OORATED 
Pulveriser S/N 10562 
Gear Pump 6 GAU, 36 GPM 
Pump 22O/44ov Class 20 Material 
Ratio Control Station (Electronic) sIN A-50 
Multiplier Dividers (Electronic) (3) A51-A53 
Root Extractor Mod. 50E Sl2llA SIN A-49 
Feeder 16" 
Feeder 16" x 16" 
Elevator Type B202 
Feeder 16" Diameter 
Heater Model 527-S3000 
Chart Recorder SiN 6606A6413A55 Mod. 2202Bl02 
Feeders (Vibrating) 3 Mod. VF 18-4-1 
Electronic Controllers (8) sIN A-10 A-17 
Indicating Recorders (6) SiN A-1 A-6 
Hoist Mod. DSP-60 sIN D-5398 
Feeder (Vibrating) Mod. VF-18-6-1 HP S A 
Feeder Unit (Screw) 40,000 cap. HI! 
Converter Mod. 5OEMl211A sIN A-54 
Hoist Elec. Mod. 850 B42-7L-22xOsc 
Exhaust Fan (industrial) size 119 XL 
Heat Exchangers (2) 
Decanter Tank 
Detector/Pre Amplifier Unit Mod. A-02-03 
Dust Collector (Tubular) Des. 6UPHT 14-36 
Feeder (Spec. Screw Conveyor) 
Feeder (Vibrating) Mod. VI" 19-4-1 HP 
F10wmeters (2) BS & B-GE sIN39290 & 4239307 
PD/Laet Unit Model 100-20-2020 
Gear Reducer, Cleveland sIN 6501896 
Hydreco Pump, Mod. 2025H-3Bl sIN Ac22292 
Blower Sutorbilt SIN A42398 
Maxon SN 2" - 24 Seal noz. & =ort & Ext. Ring 
Grinder, Milwaukee #6020 sIN 595 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2O-D 
Fire Extinguisher HK-20-D 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2O-D 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2O-D 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2O-D 








































































































































63,889.72 47,546.42 405.10 11,066.63 4,871.57 2,310.00 
ANVIL PODrrS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CEliTER 
May 3, 1968RECONCILIATION OF PROJEC'l'-OWIfED EQUIFMEIIT 14 
ANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAINED COIiSUMED 
PODrrS DATE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT EQlJIPMEIrr FOR INSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
lIUMBER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSING EQUIPMENT DONATED 
Fire Extinguisber #K-20D 516 5-ll-66 67.51 67.51 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD 517 5-ll-66 67.51 67.51 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD 518 5-11-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD 519 5-ll-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD 520 5-11-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-20D 521 5-ll-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 632 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-20D Purple K 633 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 634 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 635 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 636 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD FUrple K 637 7-29-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-20E #20 Ansul Purple K 728 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 727 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-20E #20 Ansul Purple K 726 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 387 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 388 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 389 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-20D Purple K 390 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 391 2-3-66 67.51 67.51 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2OD Purple K 431 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #K-2OD Purple K 432 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2OD Purple K 433 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher HK-2OD Purple K 434 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #20 #10078 Purple K 429 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #20 #10078 Purple K 430 2-23-66 66.86 66.86 
Sire Extinguisher #17 DA-20-D 241 3-25-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-2O-D 242 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-2O-D 243 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 DA-2O-D ,,44 3-20-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-20-D 245 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisber #17 DA-2O-D 246 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-2O-D 247 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-20-D 248 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Zxtinguisher #17 #A-2O-D 249 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #17 #A-2O-D 250 3-26-65 66.86 66.86 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 731 10-20-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 730 10-20-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 729 10-20-66 74.16 74.16 





AlIVIL POIlfTS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CENTER 
RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-OWNED EQUIFMEHT 
ANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIIfED COHSUMlID 
POINTS DATE ORIGINAL EQUIFMEHT EQUIPMENT FOR INSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
!lUMBER PURCHASED COST DiSTAl I.ED REPLACED READINGS MISSING EQUIPMENT DONATED 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 723 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 722 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 72l 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 720 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 719 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OE #20 Ansul Purple K 718 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 717 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 716 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 715 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K20E #20 Ansul Purple K 714 10-13-66 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OD Purple K 380 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K20D Purple K 381 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K20D Purple K 382 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K20D Purple K 383 2-3-66 67.52 67.52 
Fire Extinguisher #K20D Purple K 384 2-3-66 67.51 67.51 
Fire Extinguisher #K20D Purple K 385 2-3-66 67.51 67.51 
Fire Extinguisher #K2OD Purple K 386 2-3-66 67.51 67.51 
Digitec Mod. 201 Votmeter sIN 5342 199 3-26-65 351.04 351. 04 
Valve, diaphragm 6" 481 4-26-66 168.56 168.56 
Valve, Hydraulic Logan #4135 470 4-18-66 141. 37 141. 37 
Valve, Hydraulic Logan #4135 459 4-6-66 141. 37 141. 37 
Volt Ammeter Type AC-1 0-150-600v sIN 3196 823 4-24-67 51. 50 51. 50 
Volt Ammeter Type AC-1 0-150-600v sIN 3197 824 4-24-67 59·23 59.23 
DuPont Blasting Volt/Ohm Meter SiN 2014 830 4-24-67 69.01 69.01 
DuPont Blasting Volt/Ohm Meter sIN 2096 829 4-24-67 69.01 69.01 
Walkie Talkie (#6552 Master) #1015 Battery 738 11-3-66 58.96 58.96 USBM 
Walkie Talkie (#6552 Master) #1015 Battery 739 11-2-66 58.96 58.96 USBM 
Walkie Talkie (#6552 Master) #1015 Battery 740 11-3-66 58.96 58.96 USBM 
Impact Wrench sIN 7212714 526 5-13-66 2l3.55 2l3.55 
Welder Lincoln E1ec. Motor Dr. SIN s07038 612 5-13-66 585.04 585.04 
High Pressure Washer 871 7-21-67 648.22 648.22 
E1ec. Impact Wrench Catalog #625 814 2-24-67 2l2.10 2l2.10 
Wrench Impact Chicago-Pneumatic SiN B511040 168 1-11-65 106.59 106.59 
H. D. E1ec. Impact Wrench Cat. #724 798 2-2-67 75.75 75.75 USBM 
Fire Extinguisher K20E Ansul Purple K 865 9-2-67 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher K20E Ansul Purple K 864 9-2-67 74.16 74.16 
Fire Extinguisher K20E Ansul Purple K 862 9-2-67 74.16 74.16 
Transceiver, transistor Mod. 97R59 551 6-14-66 33.78 33.78 
Transformer Variable Type 2500 BU 53 8-26-66 39.98 39.98 
Transformer Variable type 2500 BU 54 7-31-64 39.98 39.98 
4,619.65 916.08 1,436.69 797.14 248.75 968.36 252.63 









ANVn. POINTS on. SHALE RESEARCH CENTER 

RECONCn.IATION OF PROJECT-OWNED EQUIPMENT 
 Ma¥ 3, ~968 
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ANVn. ITDIS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAINED CONIIUMED
POllITS DATE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT [&LVAGE AlIIlEQUIPMENT JI'OR INSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE lXSURAIlCE
NUMBER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSING EQUIPMENT OOtfATED RECOVERY 
Transformer, Variable type 2500 au 
Transformer, Variable type 2500 BU 
Transformer, Variable type 2500 BU 
Transformer, Variable type 2500 llJ 
Tran'fonner, Voltage Regulating TX 
Transformer, 2KVA sIR 21865-4 
Transformer, dry type s/II 11326 
Transformer, dry type s/til 11326 
Tripod, Bo1ex Camera 
Truck, Cylinder 110. 2855Y1 
Truck & Drain Stand Model 93 
Valves, Solo 1 rSERE 4-ports
Valves, Solo 1 "SEBE 4-ports 

























































Valves, Barksdale 115V 250 PSI 397 2-9-66 90.91 90.91 
Valve, Relief No. CT-10-B-10 4l!8 3-10-66 74.16 74.16 
Valves, HydrauliC, Logan #4135 
Ve10meter Set sIR 26189 













Air Mover Ventilator, 6" Model 6 29 7-7-64 102.50 102.50 
Vibrator, Syntron w/contro11er S/II C12429 161 12-14-64 76.50 76.50 CSMRF 
Vibrator, Syntron w/contro11er S/II 190663 









Vibrator Model V-100 807 2-7-67 344.40 344.40 
Vibrator Model V-100 
Vibratory Feeder sIR 237714 
Vibratory Horn s/II 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn SiR 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn s/til 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn SiR 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn sIR 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn s/II 7813A67 
Vibratory Horn s/ll 7813A67 
Tester, Tube, Hiekoek Mod. 6000A sIN 26288 
Thermoanemometer Type 8500 s/ll 1128 
















































382. 50 CSMRF 
Timeer, Industrial PAB 15M 307 9-13-65 56.65 56.65 
Tillie Recorder Model 2000 









Threader, pipe ratcbet & die heads #12-R 542 5-29-66 83.85 83.85 
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AllYIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIJIED COHSUMl!:D 
POIIfTS DATE ORIGINAL EQUIFMI'.:RT EQUr.I:'MEIIT FOR ItiSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
NUMBER PURCHASED COST ItiSTALEED REPLACED READItiGS MISSItiG E~PMElIT DOlIATED 
Top Section Raw Shale Bucket RDSK 45 

Torch, Cutting, Victor Mod. c1450 sIN H598069 
Torch, Victor Welding H315 sIN Hs583856 
Torcil, Victor Welding H315 SiN H583643 
Torch, Victor Cutting Model Cl450 sIN H601948 
Torch, Victor Cutting Model c1450 sIN H601957 
Torch, Victor Cutting Model Cl450 sIN H601985 
Torch, Victor Welding Handle H315 SiN H583726 
Torch, Arcair, #61-062 
Torch, Arcair Model H-3 

Cutting Torch ST-llOO 

Torqameter #TQC-I2T ru sIN 1005 

Torque Wrench 3/4" DRX 300H 
Transceiver, transistor Model 97R59 
Storage Bins, Ore 
Motor Starter 150 lIP 2300V sIN 24725 

Submersible Pump 44ov, 60 cyc. S/If 1440 

Te.nIr. Skid 
Skid tor Joy Compressor 
Skilsaw Model 1/657 7 1/4" 5/8" arbor 
Slide Rule, Deciting 
Slide Rule, Deciting 

Snap-On Timing Light 6-l2V S/H 471676 

Steel Beam Trammel SiN 251-C 
Super Charger 
Stessmeter (1 set-10) Type BBl50 
Stel!llll Cleaner, oil tired Model 150 

Tacha.eter tor cat D-33-87-B-I044 
Tap & Die Set HAlO 
Tap & Die Set TD-9900 

Tapewriter, Dymo-mite No. 7593 

Tapewriter, Dym<:> Model M-ll 

Tachometer, Hand sIN 3975 

TV Camera Transi8torized Cl08ed Circuit 

RCA Monitor for Camera 

.otameter, Full View R BM-127-4 
Rotameter, Full View R-9M-127-1 
Rotam~ter, Full VieWR-9M-127-1 
Rotameter, Full View R-OM-127-1 





























































































































































































































ANVIL POINTS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CErf!'ER Ma;y 3, ~968RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-OWllZIl EQIJIPMImT ~8 
ANVIL l'l'EMS !tOT SALVAGEABLE IIE'l'AD/ED COIISUMED ISALVAGE ANDPOIRTS DATE ORIGIlfAL EQUIPMERT 1iXl.UIPMD'l' fOR DlSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE II'SURANCE 
liUMBER WRClIASED COST IlfS'l'ALJ:..ED REPLACED READINGS MISSIIIG EQUlPMFJtT DO!IATED RECOVERY 
S8lllple Systems sIN C-22827 3411 11-22-65 402.90 402.90 
S8lllple Systems sIN C-22826 343 11-22-6:;' 402.90 402.90 
S8lllpler & Dlspensator Model C-11-3O 743 11-13-66 321.30 321. 30 
Sand Bluting Machine sIN 246 Model 750 14 6-30-64 153.00 153.00 101. 50 
Scales, Toledo Portable Beam sIN Tll221 117 10-5-64 137.70 137.70 
Scales, Toledo Portable SiN Tl1248 128 10-1-64 137.70 137.70 
Coupler Socket SF-375A 681 8-18-66 54.57 54.57 
Coupler Socket SF-375A 680 8-18-66 54.57 54.57 
Saw, Super Duty 4-1/4" 13 D V-23O 567 6-26-66 38.07 38.07 
Screw Plate, Tap &Die Set, Com. BC & NF 91 6-15-65 147.90 147.90 62.00 
Screwrooter.JUDior 678 7-8-66 352.26 352.26 195.50 
Scrubber, l"loor Model PM 17 684 8-26-66 330.42 330.42 175.00 
Simplex Productograph sIN 204289 l10V 201 3-30-65 432.58 432.58 
Storage Bins, Ore Per Dwg. RC55 329 11-5-65 496.98 496.98 
Storage Bins, Ore 330 11-5-65 496.CJ1 496.CJ1 
Storage Bins, Ore 331 11-5-65 496.CJ1 496.CJ1 
Regulator, Victor Oxygen H67-458 694 9-26-66 54.85 54.85 USllM 
Regulator & Adaptor 400 psi 825 4-26-67 116.90 116.90 11.00 
Regulator &Adaptor 400 psi 826 4-26-67 116.91 116.91 USBM 
Rescue Unit (Surviv-Air) SIN 9834 565 6-22-66 249.26 249.26 
Rescue Unit (Surviv-Air) sIN 9020 564 6-22-66 249.26 249.26 
Response &Power Supply 297 8-31-65 146.00 146.00 
Repair Stand 11700-B 310 9-17-65 410.92 410.92 155.00 
Rescue Units, Surviv-Air Self C~nt. sIN 9294 537 5-24-66 249.26 249.26 75.00 
Rotameter Model MPTE 1110 sIN 6602-4695/2 543 5-31-66 161. 71 161. 71 
Rotameter Model MPrE sIN 6602-46965/1 5411 5-31-66 161. 71 161. 71 
Rotameter, Full View R-8M-127-1 698 10-3-66 141.68 141.68 USBM 
Rotameter, Full View R-8M-127-1 699 10-3-66 141.68 141.68 USBM 
Rotameter, Full View R-8M-127-1 700 10-3-66 141.68 141.68 USBM 
Rotameter, Full View R-8M-127-4 701 10-3-66 141.68 141.68 
Rotameter, Full View R-8M-127-4 702 10-3-66 141.68 141.68 
Regulator, Propar.e Gas, Series S-2OO 158 12-14-64 107.98 107.98 
Gauge, Acetylene Model SR-410 sIN 749834 282 7-21-65 411.29 411.29 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN 8775759 283 7-21-65 411.29 411. 29 IISBM 
Gauge, Acetylene sIN 796354 284 7-21-65 411.29 411.29 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN 785298 285 7-21-65 411.29 411.29 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN IT-13917 286 7-21-65 42.23 42.23 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN IV-1364l1 287 7-21-65 42.23 42.23 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN 13465 288 7-21-65 42.23 42.23 
Gauge, Oxygen sIN 13554 289 7-21-65 42.23 42.23 
7,536.03 4,078.78 536.59 518.91 1,760.66 641.09 775.00 
---
19 
AlIVIL POIlITS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CEII'l'ER May 3, 1968 
RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-O'WBED ~UI:PMENT 
AlIVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIlIED CONSUMED rALVAGE AlfDPOINTS DATE ORIGDfAL EQUIFMEIrl' EQ!.IIPMERT roB INSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE INSURAJICE 
J.IlUMBER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READIIIGS MISSING ~IFMEBT DOlIATED RECOVERY 
Gauge, Acetylene sIN 04856 290 1-21-65 44.29 44.29 
Gauge, Acetylene SIN 33506 291 1-21-65 44.29 44.29 
Gauge, Acetylene sIN 33506 291 1-21-55 44.29 44.29 
Gauge, Acetylene sIN IU-40253 292 1-21-65 ~2.23 42.23 
Gauge, Acetylene sIN IV-04495 293 1-21-65 ~2.23 42.23 
Regulator, Victor Acetylene S/N 861819 695 9-26-66 52.21 52.21 
Regulator, Acetylene sIN Xll439 548 6-1~-66 52.21 52.21 
Regulator, Acetylene s/B 850323 553 6-1~-66 52.21 52.21 
Regulator, Nitrogen #B.-65 511 1-1-66 53.56 53.56 
Regulator, Victor SIN 861816 690 9-9-66 60.51 60.51 11.00 
Regulator, Victor s/B 861809 691 9-9-66 60.52 60.52 
Regulator, Victor sIN 861822 692 9-9-66 60.51 60.51 11.00 
Pump, Centrifugal 661 1-9-66 463.50 463.50 
Pump, Air, MOdel DIP 30 sIN 299803 568 6-26-66 448.05 448.05 
Pump, Hydreco Hydraulic sIN 25212 218 6-29-66 151.~1 151.41 
Pump, Denison Var. Disp1. part 140150 845 11-21-51 180.25 180.25 
Pump, 110M 62 Fluid i.ube 132 10-25-66 44.84 44.8~ 
PumP, 110M 62 Fluid Lube 133 10-25-56 ~~.~ 44.~ 
Boston lfilll'lged Reductor sIN DED Mod.l\.G 211 'nO 12-21-66 190.94 190.94 
Rec'tlolcer, Speed sIN 10382 401 2-21-66 116.30 116.30 
Refrigerator, used 6 cu. ft. 701 8-10-66 25.15 25.15 11.00 
Re!lll!er, Ratchet Pipe #254 2-,« to 4" 155 12-29-64 36.50 36.50 
Regulator, Reliance sIN 566-55 338 11-16-65 ~.92 2~.92 USBM 
OXygen Pressure Regulator sIN 835616 818 3-14-61 51.68 51.68 
Acetylene Pressure Re~ator sIN 839920 811 3-14-61 55.36 55.36 USBM 
Oxygen Regulator VTS- 30-961 515 1-13-66 53.55 53.56 
Reliance Regulator Gas sIN 639-63 226 ~-8-65 246.~9 246. ~9 CSMRF 
Regulator, Gu (for Helium) sIN 80-590 151 1-~-65 53.55 53.55 I 11.00 
Regulator, Oxygen, Oxveld S/N R-502-OGA 123 10-21-64 62.85 62.85 
Regulator, Oxygen, Victor S/B 161641 153 11-24-64 46.11 46.11 
Pargon Scale Set #553512 set of 4 346 12-2·65 3l.9B 3l.9B
Pre-Amp, Taylor 305 9-16-65 151. 93 151.93 
Integral Pump, 150 GPM 870 1-28-61 402.22 402.22 
Pump, Hydreco Mod. 2025H- 3Bl sIN AC22292 314 12-13-65 158.36 158.36 
Pump, Viking 3/~ HP 1150 RPM 120V Hal 335 11-12-65 96.82 96.82 
Pump, Viking 3/4 HP 1150 RPM 120V Hal 334 11-12-65 96.82 96.82 
Pump, Viking Model IlL sIN 0644801 259 8-25-65 ~.86 ~.86 
Pump, Rotary Model lOVP 1 1/4" 8~ 6-18-61 123.60 123.60 
Pump, Vacuum Welch No. 14o~ ~ 6965 221 4-6-65 153·00 153. 00 USBM 
Pump, Centrifugal, Pacific S GE 15PH motor 42 1-13-64 5~.05 584.05_._-­
5,019.~ 2,935.29 1,240.46 200.32 103.71 44.00 
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ANVIL POIKTS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CEJiTER May 3, 1968 
RECONCILIATION OF PROJECT-OWNED ~UIl"HElIT 
ANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAINED OONSUMED rSALVAGE AND
POIKTS DATE ORIGIXAL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT FOB INSTR. OB SALVAGEABLE 
lIUMBER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSIlfG E!SmPMENT DONATED 
Pump, Barrel IIBY 525A 3/4" 









Pump and 3 lIP Eng. Portable Centrif'ugal SiN 
Pump, DeLaval Fuel Series S-lOlA sIN 244260 
Pump, Viking #HL-124s 1 1t" sIN 0653457 
Lapp Puls&feeder Pump sIN X-5364 Mod. CSP-1 
Pulsafeeder, Lapp Micro sIN X-7028 LS-30 

























Pipe Die Set Rigid 1/8" to 1" 
Motor Assembly 1136248-1 180RPM 
Motor Assembly 1136248-1 180 RPM 
Motor E1ec. tlIP 60 cycle ll5V 
Motor Elee. lIP 60 eye. ll5V 
Motor Elee. ! lIP 110/220V 60 eye.
Motor E1ee. lIP ll5V 60 eye. 
Motor Elee. 1 lIP sIN 308236 
Mower, Lawn, Jacobsen sIN 42411-9077 
Mower, Rotary Lawn 
Motor, G. E. 5K 182BC 218 GE 
Muffler Purifier sIN 473-B6 
Multiplier for 1,000 ft.-1bs. torque 
Operational Amplifier 
Fixed Output Power Supply sIN 5B6 
Polisher, HlI.tld sIN JBBlo34 
Projector, M;>vie, !&H, 16mm sIN A-H42333 









































































Pulverizer, Bieo type US SiN 55234 
Permanent Magnetic Pulley ~N A7426 
Pump, Jennings, Condo SiN -8106 
Pump, Jacuzzi sIN 3902087 
Lubro-Contro1 1IlL-1-6 M;>d. 035-227 
Lubro-Control IIFL-1-6 M;>de1 035-227 
Me.sk-M8A Brea'thing Apparatus sIN M63609 
Micrometer, Starrett #224GRL 
Microscope, Lab. sIN 43432 
Mixer, Mixmore SiN 12696 ~ lIP G-12 













































Milling Machine, Bridgeport M;>d. 
Mine Load center Dry Type AC 
Mine Load Center Dry Type AC 
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REroNCILIATIOlf OF PROJEcr-OWIIED EQUIPMENT 21 
ANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAniED roKSUMEJ) ISALVAGE AID
roIB'l'S DATE OlIIGIlfAL EQUIFMI!:lIT EQUIPMEIIT FOR IlfSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE 
NUMBER PURCHASED COST IlfSTALLED REPLt\CED READIlfGS MISSilil E9!!IFMI!:lIT DOJ(ATEJ) 
Motor. E1ec. 25 MP 4lIOV sIN A882101 
Motor, 2300V Cat. #fYJ700, 700HP 60 eye1. 
Motor, 10 HP lfewman S~ A814801 
Motor, Elec. s/li E-1 HP Mod. C-630 
Motor, Oster S/gearhead s/li GMl98 #502 
Motor, Sterling t lIP sIN 5Al0928 
)(otor, Gear 1 lIP s/li SAl2240 
Motor Assembly #362479-1 
Motor Assembly 1362479-1 
Lamps, Electric Cap l51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electri c Cap #51oo-G1 
Lamps, ElectriC Cap #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-01 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap #51OO-Gl 
Lamps, Electric Cap 15100-Gl 
Lamps, Electric Cap 15100-Gl 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 
Lens, SW'itar Wide Angle for Camera AP130 
Lightnin Mixer Model 1iD-2A s/lf 650782 
Loader, Air Model SC2472 s/lf AL-l32 
Lamp & Ballast Model lIT l10V 440w 
Lubro-Control #FL-1-6 Model 035-227 
Lamp, Wheelbarrow Model lIT 110V 
Lamps, Electric Cap s/lJ 6 - 15100-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap s/R 7 - #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap s/N 8 - #51oo-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap 1st 9 - #51OO-Gl 
LUps, Electric Cap S 10 - #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap sIR 11 - #51OO-G1 
Lamps, Electric Cap sIR 12 - #5100-Gl 
Lamps, Electric Cap S/li 1 #51OO-G1 











































































































































































ANVIL pOINTS OIL SHALE RESEARCH CENTER 22
RECONCILIATION or PROJECT-OWNED E~IPMEIfT ISALVAGE AImANVIL ITEMS NOT SALVAGEABLE RETAIIfEl) CONSUMED IBSURAliCE
pOINTS DATE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT FOR INSTR. OR SALVAGEABLE· RECOVERY 
NUMBER PURCHASED COST INSTALLED REPLACED READINGS MISSmG EQUIPMENT DONATED 
Lamps, Electric Cap sIR 3 #5100-G1 209 4-1-65 43.60 43.60 
Lamps, Electric Cap S/N 4 #5100-G1 210 4-1-65 43.61 43.61 
Lamps, Electric Cap S/N 5 #5100-G1 211 4-1-65 43.61 43.61 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 491 5-6-66 27.42 27.42 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 492 5-6-66 27.43 27.43 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 493 5-6-66 27.43 27.43 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 494 5-6-66 27.41 27.41 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 495 5-6-66 27.41 27.41 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 496 5-6-66 27.41 27.41 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 497 5-6-66 27.41 27.41 
Lamps, Electric Cap #5100-G1 498 5-6-66 27.41 27.41 
Indicator Model SA-I sIN 5526 753 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I S/N 5527 754 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SiN 5528 755 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SiN 5529 756 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SN 5530 757 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SiN 5531 758 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SIN 5523 759 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I S/N 5533 760 11-15-66 123·60 123.60 
Indicator Model SA-I SiN 5534 761 11-15-66 123.60 123.60 
Incinomode, E 1000 B SIR 1102-66 472 4-20-66 257.45 257.45 
Inverter, Powercon 200W 12VDC 12D22 683 8-25-1'6 83.42 83.42 
Impulse-auto print & reset network 822 4-13-67 267.52 267.52 67.70Jack, Pushmaster Model c145 sIR FP-lO 147 11-9-64 159. 22 159.22 
Jack, PUshmaster Industrial #C-23 354 12-27-65 215.53 215.53 
Jig Saw SiN C-8605 Model 160 115V 60 cycle 261 5-25-65 99·50 99· 50 USBM 1 23.36Jig Saw, Skil Model 160 sIR c6404 239 4-21-65 85.25 85.25 
Ladder, 4 ft. Werner 260 Series 444 2-25-66 9·95 9.95 USBM 
Ladder, 16 ft. Extension 392 2-3-66 18.98 18.98 UBllM 
Spec. Equip. purchased for Shale Test Prog. 1,030·00conducted by Terrametrics, Inc. 6,306.57 6,306.57 12.50
Decade bOX, Model 1180 #62F 798 sIR 14165 541 5-10-66 25.20 25.20 
Welding Torch butt #315 Mod. 315 SiN J69756 9-23-66 115.07 115.07 USBM 
Eagle cycle-flex reset timer Mod. #HP-54 sIR 12-9-66 45.84 45.84 USBM 
Electric Drill 1/4 sIR 2831E1 744 10-19-66 24.14 24.14 USBM I 
Microscope Screen w/adaptor & dist. App. #9-107 11-23-66 131.69 131.69 
Secondary screeni~ plant chutes & hoppers 2-13-67 1,124.80 1,124.80 
Roller Cone Bit 4-~" x ~. dia. used air 
drilling M 3-27-67 204.17 204.17 
Rescue Unit, Surviv-Air SIR 9633 538 5-24-66 249.26 249.26 
Resuscitator, Stanton Scientific SiN 14467 150 11-20-64 331.50 331.50 USBM 
Misc. Supplies & Tools 
11,217.61 2,588.14 823.13 204.17 6,957.19 644.98 
GRAIm TOTAL 635,401.22 274,795.24 6,045.74 80,951.44 3,953.58 233,309.81 36,345.41 
51.00 
105.00 
2,401. 30 
3,690. 86 
52,479. 00 
